EASTERN DRAGONS IN HARRY POTTER
SUMMARY
In the complex world of Harry Potter, J. K. Rowling supplements Harry’s storyline with a multitude of
supporting characters. Some of these are obvious — Hagrid, the Weasley's, Sirius Black — while others are less
human and more beast. Even though Rowling mainly utilizes dragons as a means to move her plot forward, the
significance of dragons in the Harry Potter world, and their connection to dragon lore, should not be
underestimated.

DRAGON MYTHOLOGY
"None of the animals is so wise as the dragon. His blessing power is not a false one. He can be smaller than
small, bigger than big, higher than high, and lower than low."--Chinese scholar Lu Dian (AD 1042-1102)
Cultures around the globe have long propagated stories of dragons, and it is impossible for one to discern when
and where dragons were first mentioned. However most scholars agree that these myths were most likely the
result of misidentified dinosaur, crocodile, and other animal fossils.

“Chang Qu, a Chinese historian from the 4th century B.C., mislabeled such a fossil [above] in what is now Sichuan
Province.”

Eastern Dragons
Although many cultures in the Eastern Hemisphere have legends of dragons, the majority reference
animals that are more serpentine than dragon. The main three cultures associated with dragons are the
Chinese, Japanese, and Korean, all of whose myths are connected. The Chinese believe that all dragons
were born in China, and because of this, China will always be their motherland. At their strongest at
home, it is believed that a dragon loses toes the farther it goes abroad. This portion of the mythology
relates to Korean and Japanese dragons as well, which according to their cultures only have four and
three toes respectively. Of course, Japanese and Korean mythologies also incorporate the toes into their
myths, but focus on their own countries. The Japanese believe all dragons are born in Japan, and that
they gain toes the farther away they fly. Meanwhile, Korean mythology claims that dragons are born in
Korea with four toes, and lose or gain toes dependent on which direction they fly.

Most Americans recognize the significance of dragons in Chinese culture — whether it be because they
have seen pictures of the large Chinese dragon puppets or realize the Year of the Dragon as one of the
Chinese zodiacs. Dragons are linked to the concept of yang, with masculinity, heat, and light, and have
been worshipped for thousands of years. Various Eastern Asian religions, such as Buddhism,
Confucianism, and Taoism, have adopted dragons as symbols; they are worshipped as harbingers of rain
and spring, as well as helping souls rise to Heaven.

Eastern vs. Western Dragons:
Dragons in Western cultures are extremely different than their Eastern counterparts. In appearance, most
Western dragons have sharp teeth, claws, and wings, while Eastern dragons are wingless, more
serpentine, and can often shape-shift. Western dragons cause destruction and pain, in direct contrast with
Eastern dragons. One final difference to note is the intelligence of Eastern dragons, known for being
incredibly clever and famously outwitting their enemies in many tales.
"The dragon's horns resemble those of a stag, his head that of a camel, his eyes those of a demon, his
neck that of a snake, his belly that of a clam, his scales those of a carp, his claws those of an eagle, his
soles those of a tiger, his ears those of a cow." --Chinese scholar Wang Fu (Han dynasty, 206 BC to AD
220)

DRAGONS IN HARRY POTTER
Dragons have a large presence in the Harry Potter world, with Rowling expounding on them in great detail in
various sources. Classified by the Ministry of Magic (M.O.M.) as “XXXXX”, dragons extremely dangerous and
are “known Wizard killers.” Female dragons are generally more dangerous than males, and many dragon parts
have invaluable magical properties. The M.O.M. actively regulates dragon activities and hides their presence
from Muggles. Rowling has created a large history of dragons in her magical world:
“It would be idle to deny that there have been occasional breaches of Clause 73 since it was first put in
place. Older British readers will remember the Ilfracombe Incident of 1932, when a rogue Welsh Green
dragon swooped down upon a crowded beach full of sunbathing Muggles. Fatalities were mercifully
prevented by the brave actions of a holidaying wizarding family (subsequently awarded Orders of
Merlin, First class), when they immediately performed the largest batch of Memory Charms this century
on the inhabitants of Ilfracombe, thus narrowly averting catastrophe.” … “In his 1972 book, Muggles
Who Notice, Blenheim Stalk asserts that some residents of Ilfracombe escaped the Mass Memory
Charm. “To this day, a Muggle bearing the name ‘Dodgy Dick’ holds forth in bars along the south coast

on the subject of a ‘dirty great flying lizard’ that punctured his
bike.” (Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them, xvi)
There are ten purebred species of dragons: Romanian Longhorn;
Antipodean Opaleye; Hebridean Black’ Swedish Short-Snout; Chinese
Fireball; Ukranian Ironbelly; Hungarian Horntail; Peruvian Vipertooth;
Catalonian Fireball; Welsh Green; and of course, the famous Norwegian
Ridgeback.

Eastern Dragons in Main Series
Rowling mentions dragons in all seven Potter books. She builds up
their presence throughout the Philosophers Stone, with Hagrid first
mentioning dragons guarding vaults in Gringotts to Harry buying
dragonhide gloves for his magical classes to Charlie Weasley working on a dragon reserve in Romania,
climaxing with Hagrid hiding and caring for Norbert(a), a baby Norwegian Ridgeback. Although many
people never see a dragon in real life, wizards grow up learning about them from a young age. Ron has
an extensive knowledge about dragon laws, and all first-years learn about the twelve uses of dragon’s
blood in class (discovered by Albus Dumbledore).

“‘But it’s against our laws,’ said Ron. ‘Dragon breeding was outlawed by the Warlock’s Convention of
1709, everyone knows that. It’s hard to keep Muggles from noticing us if we’re keeping dragons in the
back garden - anyway, you can’t tame dragons, it’s dangerous.’” (Philosophers Stone, 184)
The second of three main plot points in the series involving dragons is the First Task of the
TwiWizarding Tournament. Four different breeds of dragons are imported (Swedish Short-Snout, Welsh
Green, Chinese Fireball, Hungarian Horntail) and competitors must get past a nesting mother dragon to
capture a golden egg. Of the ten magical breeds, only one — the Chinese Fireball — is an Eastern
dragon, and this is the only time in the text when we encounter it.

‘Yeh’ll enjoy this,’ said Hagrid gruffly, ‘worth seein’, trust me. On’y — don’ go tellin’ anyone I showed
yeh, right? Yeh’re not s’posed ter know.’” (Goblet of Fire, 325)
The third major plot point occurs in the seventh book, when Harry, Ron, and Hermione rob Gringotts.
The Gringotts goblins train (torture) dragons to guard some of their vaults, and Harry and his friends set
the dragon free in their escape. The dragon here was most likely a Ukrainian Ironbelly.

“A gigantic dragon was tethered to the ground in front of them, barring access to four or five of the
deepest vaults in the place. The beast’s scales had turned pale and flaky during its long incarceration
under the ground; its eyes were milkily pink; both rear legs bore heavy cuffs from which chains led to
enormous pegs driven deep into the rocky floor. Its great spiked wings, folded close to its body, would
have filled the chamber if it spread them, and when it turned its ugly head toward them, it roared with a
noise that made the rock tremble and spat a jet of fire that sent them running back up the passageway.”
(Deathly Hallows, Chapter 26)
Dragons are frequently mentioned in the text for the magical properties of their body parts. In one of
Rowling’s additional notes, it is revealed that dragon heartstrings are one of the three main materials
Ollivander favors for wand cores. Such wands are powerful but temperamental, and have a propensity
for the Dark Arts. Wizards who carry such wands include Hermione, McGonagall, Bellatrix Lestrange,
and Pettigrew.

Significance of Dragons in Harry Potter
Dragons are used more as a counter (or a foil) to Harry and his actions than as the protagonist of any tale
throughout the series. Norbert(a) acts an example of Hagrid’s unhealthy obsession and is simply a plot
point to get Harry and Hermione in detention and thus meet Voldemort. While doing so, however,
Rowling takes this opportunity to include several non-essential facts about dragons, and to let Ron
showcase his vast knowledge on dragons. The extra information (such as the Ilfracombe Incident
mentioned above) Rowling includes often has no connection to common Eastern dragon mythology,
implying that dragons have a special meaning to her personally. Hagrid continues to introduce Harry to
dragons several times in the series, from sneaking him in to see the dragons for the First Task to rigging
up his motorcycle in the seventh book with dragon fire. To a degree, Hagrid appears to act as a conduit
to Rowling, reflecting her obsession with these mythical beasts into the text. By doing so, she begins to
paint a picture of the dragon’s place in the magical world.

In the text, dragons are clearly associated with danger, wealth, and prestige. Sirius, when advising Harry
on the first task, only has one idea on how to potentially defeat a dragon — the Conjunctivitis Curse
aimed at a dragon’s eyes. When Victor Krum implements that strategy, however, it does not work out
well, proving a dragon’s strength and near impenetrability. The First Task further reveals that dragons in
Rowling’s world are not highly intelligent. Fleur and Cedric both try to outwit their dragons, and
partially succeed. This is in direct contrast to most Eastern dragon lore, in which dragons are highly
intelligent and trick other people and beings.
In Gringotts, dragons have been tortured and tamed to guard the vaults of the oldest magical families,
such as the Blacks and the Lestranges. While in real life, most Eastern dragons were worshipped not
feared, they were still associated with power and prestige. The natural tendency for dragon heartstring
wands towards the Dark Arts also suggests that dragons are powerful but destructive, which lies more in
line with Western dragon lore. Overall, Rowling seems to base her dragons more on Western dragon
lore than Eastern.
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